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Hype, Hope, or Help: Writing Sermon Series Promotions
When promoting an upcoming series of messages at your church you need to think carefully
about the language you use to promote it. The right promotional copy can encourage your
people invite friends while if you get it wrong it can actually repel people from your church. Here
is a simple three part test I use when I think about the copy we use to promote upcoming
messages:
Hype? // Does the promotion of this series over-promise on what you plan on
delivering? Are you using cultural references just to draw people in but you know you
aren’t going to actually deal with them during the series? Does the copy of the
promotional material sound like it was written by the guy who advertises Monster Truck
shows on the radio?? It’s tempting to use hype when promoting an upcoming series …
don’t do it! First time guests will see through it … and your people will lose trust with you!
Hope? // When you promote an upcoming series do you offer hope for a preferred
future? Would you describe this series as inspirational and aspirational in nature?Do
you use language that gives people a sense that the series will give a path to follow
towards something better for them? Hope is at the core of the message of Jesus. Often
we get into ministry because we want to offer hope to this generation. My caution from a
communications point of view is use it sparingly. If all your series sound like you are
“selling hope” people may lose trust that you are connected to the here and now.
Help? // When people read your promotional material do they get a clear sense of
how this series will make their life better? Is the copy written with obvious statements
of what’s in the series for them? Can you clearly articulate the outcome for your people
at the end of the series? People are drawn to solving the problems they perceive they
have. Start with understanding the issues your people have and build your series around
those. The Bible is a treasure of resources to help people … it’s ancient wisdom for
today! Helping people is a great model of ministry.
Read more from Rich here.
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